
UIC, John Marshall Law School Join Forces to
Create Chicago's Only Public Law School
The boards of trustees of both UIC and The John Marshall Law School have voted to create UIC John
Marshall Law School--Chicago’s only public law school.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, US, July 19, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The board of trustees of both the
University of Illinois at Chicago and The John Marshall Law School have voted to create UIC John
Marshall Law School--Chicago’s first and only public law school.

“The decision to create a public law school marks a historic day for higher education in Chicago,” said
Michael Amiridis, UIC Chancellor. “It is also a historic day for UIC, which will fill a 50-year gap in its
academic offerings as a comprehensive research university. Through our research and scholarship,
we have celebrated and contributed to the rule of law for decades and now we open the doors of our
academic community to those who teach the law and those who study the law. We look forward to
welcoming the John Marshall family into UIC.”

UIC initiated informal discussions with The John Marshall Law School leadership in 2016.
Subsequently, the parties determined that the transaction would be financially feasible without
requiring any new state funds. At the closing, significant John Marshall assets will transfer to UIC and
the University of Illinois Foundation. The law school's real estate in the Loop will initially be leased
and then transferred within five years. UIC will bear no financial obligation for the acquisition and will
fully integrate the law school into UIC after the closing.

In addition to providing current and prospective students with a more affordable legal education, UIC's
acquisition of John Marshall will create opportunities for interdisciplinary courses and new joint and
dual-degree programs aligned with UIC strengths in disciplines such as the health sciences,
engineering and technology, urban planning and public administration, the social sciences and
business. John Marshall joining UIC will also open up new possibilities for research collaborations
between UIC and John Marshall faculty. 

“When you combine the strengths of the John Marshall Law School and UIC, one plus one is much
greater than two,” said Mayor Rahm Emanuel. “The merger of these two bright lights on Chicago’s
scholastic landscape will strengthen education and career opportunities for generations of Chicago
students, and strengthen our city’s reputation for world-class academic excellence.”

The UIC John Marshall Law School will require accreditation from the Higher Learning Commission
and the American Bar Association's Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, and
approval for a change of control from the U.S. Department of Education. A law school at UIC is also
subject to review and approval by the Illinois Board of Higher Education. If the necessary approvals
are obtained within the anticipated timeframe, the first entering class of the UIC John Marshall Law
School is expected to matriculate in fall 2019.

"Chicago is the largest city in the U.S. without a public law school. The UIC John Marshall Law School
will fill that gap while also enhancing legal services available to the people of Chicago. We are already
putting plans in place to enhance the program of legal education, build innovative programs within a
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strong public university, and continue the law school's long-standing efforts to increase diversity in the
legal profession," said John Marshall's Dean Darby Dickerson, who will stay on as dean of the UIC
John Marshall Law School.

Both institutions have track records of excellence in research and scholarship, access for underserved
students, and service to Chicago and its people. “Our shared commitment in these areas guarantees
that the doors of UIC John Marshall Law School will continue to remain open to all aspiring law
students regardless of their socioeconomic backgrounds,” said Paula Holderman, President of the
Board of Trustees of The John Marshall Law School.

“John Marshall has a broad curriculum, an excellent faculty, and a long history of giving back to the
community by providing pro bono legal services in the areas of veterans’ affairs, international human
rights, fair housing, family law, landlord-tenant issues and more,” said Susan Poser, provost and vice
chancellor for academic affairs at UIC. “There are UIC faculty who study these same issues from the
perspective of social science, public administration, and health care. We plan to harness these areas
of expertise to graduate lawyers who are grounded in and understand the context in which they will
practice.”

Approximately 900 Juris Doctor (JD) students and 117 Master of Laws (LLM) and Master of
Jurisprudence (MJ) students are currently enrolled at John Marshall. The school expects to add a fall
2018 entering JD class of approximately 280 students. 

When the transaction closes, John Marshall students will become UIC students and will have
enhanced student services, including access to health care services, recreational facilities, residence
halls, and college athletics. UIC students will benefit from access to law courses and opportunities to
take classes jointly taught by John Marshall and UIC faculty. 

The new UIC John Marshall Law School will continue to operate at its downtown Loop location at the
corners of State Street, Jackson Boulevard and S. Plymouth Court and will become the 16th college
at UIC. The dean will report to the UIC Provost, and John Marshall staff will become UIC employees.
UIC also welcomes John Marshall alumni to the UIC community.

About UIC

The University of Illinois at Chicago is a major research university located in the heart of one of the
world’s greatest cities. As Chicago’s only public research university, UIC is an integral part of the
educational, technological and cultural fabric of Chicago. UIC is recognized as one of the most
ethnically rich and culturally diverse universities in America. The university has 15 academic colleges
where students are able to study fields ranging from the health sciences, business, engineering and
education, to liberal arts and sciences, urban planning, and architecture, design and the arts.

About The John Marshall Law School

The John Marshall Law School, founded in 1899, is an independent law school located in the heart of
Chicago's legal, financial and commercial districts. The 2018 U.S. News & World Report's American's
Best Graduate Schools ranks John Marshall's Lawyering Skills Program 5th, its Trial Advocacy
Program 13th, and its Intellectual Property Law Program 19th in the nation. Since its inception, John
Marshall has been a pioneer in legal education and has been guided by a tradition of diversity,
innovation, access and opportunity.

What People Are Saying



Al Bowman, Executive Director of the Illinois Board of Higher Education and former president of
Illinois State University: “UIC and John Marshall Law School are exemplary institutions with similar
guiding principles to provide access and opportunity for students who are underserved, who are first
generation, and who may not follow a traditional path to higher education.  This new partnership
provides innovative and expanded opportunities for students in Illinois who are seeking an affordable
professional law degree from a public university in the heart of Chicago.

Christopher Cali (JMLS ’09 and UIC '05), Immediate Past President, John Marshall Law School
Alumni Association: “As a graduate of both John Marshall and UIC, I see a natural alignment in the
missions of both schools to serve the underserved, and I’m excited to see this partnership
significantly expand opportunity for the people of Illinois.”

Rep. James Durkin (JMLS ‘88), House Minority Leader, Illinois House of Representatives: “By
creating Chicago’s first public law school, UIC and John Marshall are providing students, who might
not otherwise have considered a legal education, access and opportunity to the study of law. Instilled
with a public mission to serve the underserved, this partnership stands to greatly benefit the people of
Illinois.”

Hon. Timothy C. Evans (JMLS ‘69), Chief Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County: "John Marshall has a
long tradition of educating future lawyers who dedicate their careers to serving the public. This
partnership marks the beginning of a new generation of UIC John Marshall lawyers who will put their
legal skills to work in all three branches of government and as public-interest lawyers advocating for
policies that are fair and just for all."

Rep. Darin LaHood (JMLS '96), R-IL 18thDistrict, U.S. House of Representatives: “The John Marshall
Law School played an important role in shaping my professional career, and I am excited for the
institution as it merges with UIC to become Chicago’s only public law school. The merger will expand
the school’s current mission and continue to provide exceptional opportunities in both the theory and
practice of law for students and faculty.”

Daniel B. Rodriguez, Dean and Harold Washington Professor, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law:
“The planned merger between UIC and John Marshall Law School is terrific news for both institutions.
Likewise, it is terrific news for the lawyer community of Chicago and Northern Illinois. John Marshall
has a long and distinguished legacy in the region for educating impactful lawyers and advancing the
profession through the good works of their students, faculty, and esteemed graduates in the bar and
bench.  The timing of this merger is especially ideal, as the legal profession is demanding creative
responses to our contemporary challenges, including the access to justice gap and the protection and
advancement of the rule of law. This marriage of two innovative centers of learning is indeed a
creative response.

Notably, the merger with UIC transforms this law school into a public law school–the only one in the
city of Chicago–and, as such, can widen the access to high-quality legal education to those aspiring
to contribute their skills to the public interest.  All ways ‘round, this exciting new initiative is an
occasion for celebration for everyone committed to superb legal education in our great community.”

Hon. Lt. Gov. Evelyn Sanguinetti (JMLS ‘98), State of Illinois: “A merger between John Marshall and
UIC will serve the people of Illinois by graduating diverse lawyer advocates who reflect their
communities. These graduates will learn to lead by first serving those in need. I was a nontraditional
law school student who learned how to serve those in need through the John Marshall Fair Housing
Legal Clinic, where I helped the most vulnerable, and ultimately transferred those skills to my day-to-
day work as the nation’s first Latina Lieutenant Governor.”



Leo Melamed (JMLS ‘55), Chairman Emeritus, CME Group: “This is great for both schools and
Chicago.”
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